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No more monkey business: why primates should never be pets |
Life and style | The Guardian
Monkeys are expensive to house (you need a secure enclosure,
proper permits, and sometimes additional insurance on your
homeowner's.
So You Want a Pet Squirrel Monkey . . . | NRDC
I Want a Monkey! book. Read reviews from world's largest
community for readers. Picking a pet for Wally isn't easy,
especially when he wants otters, and.

7 Kinds of Monkeys That Can Be Kept as Pets
Squirrel monkeys must contend with habitat loss, decreasing
genetic diversity, and “I would never want one in my house,”
says Anita Stone.
So You Want a Pet Monkey - Pacific Standard
That's in case the bus ever stops in Africa and monkeys want
to get on. Or South America, there are monkeys there and they
have prehensile tails which means.
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Two years later, she was using a scooter. Larger monkeys are
able to open refrigerators, doors even with a lock on it, turn
over furniture, swing in curtains, open windows and escape
WikimediaCommonshasmediarelatedtoMonkey. To keep it company,
you must consider adding another of its species or perhaps
keeping a small troupe of monkeys to nurture and communicate
with one. In short, non-human primates and human beings make
poor housemates. Garry heard me screaming from outside and I
want a monkey! in just in time to see Gus flying towards me
face, blood was everywhere, my blood, He grabbed the baseball
bat and knocked him off me into a chair and grabbed him by the
neck as hard as he could and threw him back into his cage and
rushed me to the hospital. Walker'sMammalsoftheWorld6thed.But
you live in reality, and most likely, you already know that
having a primate as a pet is a bad idea.
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